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ABSTRACT

Pattern Scoring node

New software tool to effectively and quickly find reactive metabolites from
SIL-GSH trapping experiment using pattern scoring approach for flagging
peaks of unknown compounds.

INTRODUCTION
Metabolite profiling including detection of trapped reactive metabolites has
become an integral part of the modern drug discovery process. The purpose
of this work was to validate application of LC-HRAM with post-acquisition
data processing using new software Compound Discoverer. The model
compound nefazodone, is used as positive control in metabolite profiling
studies at Absorption System. The metabolism of NFZ leads to generation of
a number of soft and hard reactive metabolites, conjugates of which were
detected using “classical” scanning LC-MS/MS methodologies. Here we
show significant improvement in overall coverage of trapped reactive
metabolites using LC-HRAM data and new Pattern Scoring node in
Compound Discoverer software.

GSH conjugates of trapped reactive
metabolites could be present at very low
levels (~1E4), resulting in distortion of
isotopic patterns. Therefore pattern
containing only A0s and A1s of GSH and
SIL-GSH was used(Figure 3).

Figure 3. Isotope Ratio Editor
in Pattern Scoring node.

The LC-HRAM analysis was executed using Dionex XR3000 quaternary
solvent HPLC system interfaced with LTQ OrbitrapTM XL mass spectrometer
equipped with HESI-II ion source probe.
Human liver microsomes (HLM) were purchased from XenoTech (pool of 200
donors). The stable labeled (13C2,15N -Gly) GSH (SIL-GSH) were from
Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, all other reagents (analytical or HPLC grad)
were from Sigma-Aldrich. The incubation mixture in PBS buffer contained 0.5
mg/ml of HLM , 50 µM of nefazodone (NFZ) and mixtures of GSH/SIL-GSH
(1:1; total 5 mM) and KCN/ K13C15N (1:1, total 1mM). The reaction was
initiated by addition of NADPH (final c=1 mM). The reaction mixture was
then incubated in a shaking water bath at 37C for 60 minutes. The reaction
was terminated by the addition of ice-cold MeCN (1:1, v/v). After
centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 10 minutes, supernatant from all samples
were transferred into HPLC vials for analysis.

In this study, we combined both expected and unknown with pattern scoring
in the same workflow.
The expected search included comprehensive dealkylation / dearylation
predictions combined with combinatorial transformations search. The
combinatorial steps was set to 4, which means the node automatically
combines single step transformations for up to 4 reaction steps. Dealkylation /
dearylation is considered as one step. Phase II transformation was limited to
1 step in the node. See Figure 8.

Pattern Scoring node is designed to flag any
unknown compound that displays the user
defined pattern in full MS with a match
status and a match score. The pattern
matching algorithm applies mass tolerance
(5ppm) and intensity tolerance of (30%) to
each mass packets during pattern matching.

The unknown workflow with pattern scoring in Compound Discoverer 2.0
found 13 possible GSH reactive metabolites. 6 of them were reported by
literature [Ref 1]. The expected search was able to explain 7 of the 13
metabolites including 757 that was previously not reported in literature (see
Table 1).
Figure 8. (a) Generate Expected Compounds node settings; (b)
single step transformation list used by the node

Compounds Flagged by Pattern Scoring

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Why Is This Workflow Valuable?

In order to detect metabolites including low level ones, the Min. Peak Intensity
in the Detect Unknown Compounds node was set to 500. There were total of
18584 compounds detected excluding compounds in blank. Out of the 18584
compounds, 60 compounds matched pattern.

(a)

(b)

After column sorting on Pattern Matches status and Area (Max), the 60
compounds are listed in order in the Compounds table. Area for sample and
blank are displayed next to each other for easy comparison. See Figure 4.
Figure 4. Compounds match pattern after column sorting.
sample / blank comparison

Parent Compound: Nefazodone:
Formula: C25H32ClN5O2
MW: 469.2244

Thermo ScientificTM Compound Discoverer 2.0 software was used for data
processing. The node-assembled workflow from Compound Discoverer
included both expected metabolite search and unknown compound detection
within the same workflow. The workflow employed the new Pattern Scoring
node which flagged peaks of unknown compounds showing mono-isotopic
pattern characteristic for the employed mixture GSH/SIL-GSH
Figure 1. Compound Discoverer workflow including both expected and
unknown with Pattern Scoring

For each of the matched compounds, the matched pattern is displayed in the
spectrum view for enhanced confidence of analysis results. See Figure 5.
Figure 5. Data review of pattern matched compounds

SFit(%) indicates match score

Compounds flagged by Pattern Scoring were examined based on match
scores. Artifacts from neutral losses and solvent blank were removed from
the final list. Number of GSH conjugate metabolites found were compared
with literature [Ref 1].

Out of the 60 matched compounds, 46 compounds had SFit% of > 60%. From
the 46 compounds, we removed false positives by excluding compounds which
were neutral losses of 129 and compounds that existed in the blank with lower
concentration (see Figure 6).
Figure 6. Comparison between sample and blank helps removal of false
positive compounds that match the pattern

RESULTS
MW: 649.30680
File: Nef60conc.raw (F3) FTMS (+) MS1
MW: 649.30680
File: Solv60.raw (F4) FTMS (+) MS1

Defining the Pattern

Figure 2. Averaged Full MS spectrum between RT 10.81-11.13min zoomed in
between 790.5 to 797.5 showing the unlabeled and labeled pattern
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CONCLUSIONS
 Unknown compound detection and pattern scoring combined with
expected combinatorial search workflow in Compound Discoverer 2.0 is a
very powerful and effective workflow for profiling of GSH trapped reactive
metabolites;
 Combining HRAM and Compound Discoverer 2.0 software not only
increased the confidence of metabolite profiling but also dramatically
decreased the data processing time.
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An area threshold filter of1e4 was also applied to ignore the tiny metabolites.
This resulted in total of 13 GSH conjugate metabolites in the final list (Figure 7)
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The pattern used in Pattern Scoring node was based on the raw averaged full
ms spectrum for the GSH conjugate compound of Nafazodone with m/z
791.2980. See Figure 2 showing the mass range of interest in Qual Browser.

Table 1. Summary of GSH conjugate metabolites identified by
Compound Discoverer
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To export the exact masses of the profile peaks in Figure 2, right click and
choose View | Spectrum List, then choose Export | Clipboard (Exact Mass).
This exports the centroid masses from the displayed spectrum.

Figure 7. Final list of GSH conjugate metabolites from Merge Features table.
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